WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL ELITE COMMITTEE MEETING
May 24, 2022

Roll Call

IECC  Kelli Hill
HPTD
IEC Representative  Mary Lee Tracy
IEC Representative  Jess Graba
IEC Representative  Marnie Futch
IEC Athlete Representative  Jessie DeZiel - absent
VP Women’s Program  Annie Heffernon (non-voting)

A. Recommendation:
   1. A 13-14 year-old Hopes athlete who achieves the Junior qualification score at Hopes Classic must declare if she will compete in the Hopes Championships or as a Junior Elite at U.S. Classic prior to the beginning of the awards ceremony at Hopes Classic.
   2. If the athlete declares that she will compete as a Junior Elite at U.S. Classic, she forfeits her qualification spot to Hopes Championships.
   3. If the athlete chooses to compete as a Junior Elite at U.S. Classic, she will be considered an Elite athlete and all drop-back rules to the Development Program will apply for 2022-2023.
      • Page 120 from Rules and Policies – “Any international level gymnast who starts the first Optional event at a Classic competition is considered an Elite gymnast and may not drop back to the Development Program in the same Elite competitive year.”
Motion: Mary Lee Tracy
Second: Jess Graba
Passed

B. To accommodate travel from the Parkettes National Qualifier to the June Developmental Camp, the camp will begin June 13 and end June 16, 2022.

Adjourned